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Introduction
The U.S. Army is interested in acoustic detection systems for identification and localization of large transient events. Advantages of using acoustic systems include low maintenance, omnidirectional sensing capabilities, and minimal data storage requirements. As such, these systems provide a low-cost, broad-spectrum solution to providing a method of determining target positions in the field (Goldman, 2011) . Use of a tetrahedral microphone array system allows for target localization based on triangulation.
In 2011, the U.S. Army Research Laboratory (ARL) conducted research on transient event localization using microphone array systems. Testing occurred at the Blossom Point Research Facility, with four tetrahedral arrays. Over three days, large-caliber weapons systems were fired from a fixed location, as indicated in figure 1. Acoustic data were loaded into a buffer and recorded at a fixed time interval. Data were converted using a 24-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC) (Tenney, 2004) . The data were sampled at an average frequency of 9765 Hz. Differential time of arrival (DTOA) and angle of arrival (AOA) estimation algorithms must function over a large dynamic range. Standard signal processing algorithms execute when a signal has crossed a pre-defined threshold on multiple channels. However, close proximity to an acoustic source can result in signal saturation, where data reach a hardware limited rail, either due to microphone or amplifier saturation. This can result in incorrect estimates for many standard algorithms. Presented in this report is a solution to calculating AOA estimates for events that saturate the system. This is accomplished with multiple algorithms for detection, data association, and AOA estimation. Data from Array 04 of the Blossom Point experiment are used for analysis.
Experiment/Calculations
Detection
To develop suitable detection algorithms, data were analyzed to qualify saturation events.
Hardware restrictions on the ADC resulted in a dynamic range of -6.666 to 6.666 V. As such, was defined as a requirement for single channel saturation. To accurately reflect field conditions, algorithms had no user input supplying approximate event time. Based on visual inspection of the waveforms, three detection algorithms were developed.
The first and second detection algorithms used a rail identifier method to determine the time of a saturation event. The algorithms analyzed four channels of time-domain data, returning timestamps of instances where the signal reached its threshold value. The first sought to identify instances where the signal reached a lower rail voltage of , while the second algorithm identified . These lower-and upper-rail algorithms trigger for a sample that meets its requirement and then establish a 1-s suspension interval to account for hardware recovery time. This prevents multiple detections for the same saturation event. A detection is recorded only if the trigger voltage is met on all four channels. The third approach to detection relied on a large change in signal amplitude over a short sampling interval. The algorithm required a change of 12 V in 0.5 ms. As with the rail detection algorithms, a 1-s suspension and four-channel detection requirement was used to prevent multiple detections from occurring for the same event.
Figure 2 represents detection algorithm performance over a three-day period with 79 large transient events. The data show that the lower-rail approach yielded a 100% detection rate, picking up 85 detections. The extra samples are attributable to airburst and surface impact events that also saturated Array 04, and are not considered to be false alarms. The upper-rail detection algorithm showed significantly poorer performance. Inspection of time-domain signals showed that raw data did not always reach the upper rail, resulting in missed detections. This is shown in figure 3 , where there is a peak of V, with signal saturation on the lower rail at around s. Rapid change detection, operating on signal amplitude change, showed the worst performance. Highly variable waveforms ahead of saturation failed to produce sufficient signal changes. Comparative performance of the three algorithms indicated that the lower-rail approach was superior for detection. 
DTOA Computation
Once an event is detected, the program estimates the DTOA at each microphone in the array. There are three approaches to computing these DTOAs. The first approach is to cross-correlate the signal before saturation. The second and third approaches use the saturation time and polynomial interpolation algorithms, respectively.
To find DTOAs with cross-correlation, an appropriate data window must be selected. Window selection is accomplished with a crawler algorithm. Starting ms before a channel's saturation time, the algorithm identifies the time at which the signal exceeds a program-specified voltage (
). This is the window start time. The window ends ms (two samples) before a channel's saturation. A constant window size is used for all the channels. Figure 3 shows an example of a chosen window. These constraints attempted to optimize the window for a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The result is six DTOA estimates calculated using four channels of data collected on the tetrahedral array. The second approach to estimate the DTOA uses the differences between channel saturation times. However, this solution is prone to mistiming due to the variability in sustained saturation. Figure 3 indicates one such instance, where channel 1 of Array 04 saturates briefly (first red point), oscillates, and then saturates for a prolonged period (second red point). As a third approach, the DTOA is also estimated using a polynomial interpolation algorithm. Similar to the cross-correlation algorithm, a crawler starts 200 ms before saturation and identifies the first sample that exceeds a threshold voltage set at 4 V. Then, it considers two additional samples, one before and one after the identified point. The discrete nature of the data results in an approximate solution for the time at which the threshold voltage is reached. Solving a linear system with these three points yields a quadratic equation, which can be used to produce more accurate estimates. However, this method does not guarantee that the signal will exceed the threshold value before saturating. As such, the polynomial interpolation-based DTOAs estimates are not computed for all the saturation events.
AOA Estimation
The AOA from Array 04 was estimated using a least squares (LS) approach. Employing a farfield approximation, the DTOA of a signal from the source to Array 04 is given by (1) where and represent the positions of the and microphones (shown in figure 4 ), represents signal propagation speed ( ), represents the estimated time difference between microphones and , and represents the direction of arrival (DOA) vector (Goldman, 2011) . The DOA is estimated using a LS approach,
where represents the estimated DTOAs calculated from cross-correlation, saturation time delays, or polynomial interpolation. 
Results and Discussion
AOA results are presented for the LS approach using inputs from three DTOA estimations. A lower-rail detection algorithm was used to estimate the TOA. DTOA were estimated using algorithms based on cross-correlation, saturation times, and polynomial interpolation. Six DTOAs obtained from each algorithm were processed to obtain AOA by minimizing the error function (2). The resulting AOA estimates for the three approaches are shown in figures 5, 6, and 7. For visualization purposes, displayed data have been restricted between . Figure 8 shows the absolute error of AOA outputs on a logarithmic scale calculated using . To preserve the sign of the error, results for which are shown in the upper row, while results for which < 0 is shown in the lower row. The x-axis scales are given in both decibels and degrees. The graph shows that a majority of error was between 1° and 10° of . Error greater than 10° is present in methods 1 and 2 for detections, and in all three DTOA approaches for airburst and surface impact events. Table 1 displays statistics for each DTOA estimation method. Cross-correlation and saturation time delay statistics are given for all launch detections. Table 2 gives values for all DTOA approaches, considering only those detections that were processed by polynomial interpolation. Measures of central tendency (mean, median) were computed with respect to the ground-truth angle, (Van Trees, 2002; Sheshkin, 1997) . Statistics were computed for two subsets of a DTOA calculation method-the entire data set (ALL) and interquartile range (IQR), which eliminated the lower and upper 25% of AOAs. The IQR was chosen as a subset to exclude AOAs resulting from airburst, surface impact, or strong wind effects.
A comparison between cross-correlation and saturation time delay is shown in table 1. The results indicate that the saturation time delays algorithm results in more precise AOA estimates. This is supported by the small standard deviation of the saturation time delay data versus that of cross-correlation. Comparisons of standard deviations between the approaches for IQR values yield comparable results, indicating that the wider dispersion in cross-correlation AOA is due to only a few outliers. Figure 8 indicates that there is an even distribution of error present for saturation time delays, whereas cross-correlation is positively biased. A comparison of the AOA algorithms shown in table 2 indicate that polynomial interpolation was subject to the same spread as cross-correlation, due to a small number of outliers in its processed AOA data. However, its median absolute deviation had the smallest time delay errors. 
Conclusions
Techniques were developed to detect large transient events and estimate the DTOA and AOA across a tetrahedral array. Three algorithms were developed and tested to estimate the DTOA, and a LS approach was employed to estimate AOA. A lower-rail detection algorithm recorded TOAs of saturation events and, if present across multiple channels, executed three DTOA algorithms. DTOA was calculated based on cross-correlation of four channels ahead of saturation time, differences between channel saturation times, and differences between signal threshold times. AOA estimation used a far-field approximation, seeking to minimize a sum of squared error cost function.
Data were analyzed using three DTOA algorithms. The cross-correlation algorithm and saturation time delays algorithm had 100% probability of detection with no false alarms. However, the polynomial interpolation algorithm only detected 40% of the events. Although it had a lower detection probability, the interpolation algorithm yielded the most accurate AOA estimate. The algorithm based on saturation time delay had the best overall performance. 
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